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Abstract

We address the problem of simulating the orthorhombic crystal structures of polyethylene (PE) and the long n-alkanes. Experimentally, the

lattice parameters of these materials are known to depend on the level of disorder in the crystals. This introduces complications when developing

reliable force field parameters for computer models. In this paper we compare the behaviours of three different atomistic computer models, which

possess varying degrees of disorder. The first model consists of chains, which are infinite, by virtue of the periodic repeat of the simulation cell

along the chain axis. The second model consists of finite chain stems, whose lengths are determined by the z-dimension of the simulation box. The

third model, known as the jogged chain model, attempts to reproduce the effect of defects and chain folds, by allowing a finite chain to pass

through the simulation box more than once. Jogs are introduced into each chain, preventing it from intersecting with periodic images of itself. The

same force field parameters are used in each case. For the force field chosen, it is found that the jogged chain model provides a better match with

the a-parameter of the experimental unit cell of PE than the other two models. In the infinite and finite chain models, it is found that the chains

librate as rigid rotors and the formation of dynamic defects is rare. On the other hand, the extra free volume resulting from the defects in the jogged

chain model, means that gauche defects form readily in this case. We conclude that, for the force field chosen, the jogged chain model is better

suited to the simulation of chain-folded PE crystals than the more ordered models. Our results are compared with experimental results and

previous simulations of PE from the literature.

q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we address the problem of simulating

crystalline polyethylene (PE) and the long n-alkanes. We

compare and contrast three computer models designed for the

purpose, highlighting the successes and deficiencies of each.

PE exists in three distinct crystalline forms. At ambient

temperature and pressure, the crystal structure is orthorhombic.

The polymer chains consist of long trans-sequences of carbon

atoms which form planar zig-zags that pack in a herringbone

arrangement [1–4] (Fig. 1). The lattice parameters and thermal

expansion behaviour of PE have been investigated by many

previous workers (for example Refs. [5–9]). It is found that

most thermal expansion occurs parallel to the a-axis of the unit

cell, and that there is some contraction with increasing

temperature parallel to the c-axis, which coincides with
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the chain axis. It has also been established that the lattice

parameters are dependent on the presence of crystal defects. In

particular the presence of chain folds influences the chain

packing, so that the crystal density varies with the distance

between fold surfaces [8]. A similar effect has been reported in

the ultra-long n-alkanes [10]. As a consequence it is observed

that the lattice parameters of orthorhombic, chain-folded PE

crystals depend on the crystallisation temperature and

annealing history of the sample.

The chain setting angle, i.e. the angle between the plane of

the polymer backbone and the a-axis (marked in Fig. 1), is an

important structural parameter which has been reported in

many investigations [3,11–16]. As with the lattice parameters,

the setting angle is also influenced by temperature and the

presence of defects [12]. Currently accepted values lie in the

range 42–468 [17].

Two other crystal forms of PE are also observed. The first is

a monoclinic crystal form, which can arise when a stress is

applied to the sample. In this phase, the chains still consist of

trans-sequences, but the planes of the zig-zags stack in a

parallel fashion within the unit cell [18–20]. In this paper we
Polymer 46 (2005) 11003–11018
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Fig. 1. The crystalline unit cell for polyethylene and long n-alkanes, viewed

down the chain axis (c-axis). The marked angles are the setting angles of the

polymer chains. The setting angle is taken as positive for angles increasing in a

clockwise sense.
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will use the term monoclinic packing to indicate when regions

of adjacent chain stems have the same setting angles. The

second phase is a hexagonal phase which is found at high

pressure and temperature [21–23]. In this phase, the polymer

chains partially collapse in the chain axis direction as kinks

form in the backbone, and the packing of the chain stems

transforms to that of cylinders. Any registration of the polymer

chains parallel to the c-axis is lost. In this form the chains slide

rapidly along their lengths, leading to crystal thickening and

ultimately chain-extended crystals. The hexagonal phase is not

accessible at ambient pressure.

One of the difficulties in constructing a computer model of a

PE crystal, is that the model needs to be very large if it is to

encompass all of the structural features present in a real system.

PE normally crystallises in a chain-folded morphology, with

the distance between fold surfaces typically being in the region

of 10–20 nm. This implies a polymer backbone length (or chain

stem length) of c. 80–160 carbon atoms between the fold

surfaces, so that the model quickly becomes prohibitively large

if a reasonable number of chain stems are included in the

simulation. However, as described above, the presence of fold

surfaces, and other defects, significantly affects the lateral

packing of the chain stems, so that it is important for any

realistic computer model to take these influences into account.

When developing a model for crystalline PE, the n-alkanes

might appear to offer a convenient starting point. Since any

computer model is limited in size by the available computing

resources, a system consisting of short PE-like chain segments

packed in a crystal would appear advantageous. However, it is

observed experimentally that the crystal structures of the

shorter n-alkanes (i.e. C33H68 and below) depend on the chain

length and temperature. On heating, instead of a single

orthorhombic phase, these short-chain crystals may pass

through several other crystal or plastic crystal phases before

melting occurs [24,25]. The differences between the various

phases arise from the packing of the chain ends, which lead to

different lateral packing arrangements, and the tilting of the

chains. The rotator phases of the n-alkanes have formed the

basis of a number of interesting simulation studies (e.g. Refs.

[26–29]). Simulations of the orthorhombic phases of short

n-alkanes have been reported by McGann and Lacks [30] and

Mavrantza et al. [31]. In both cases, a dependence of cell

density on the length of chain simulated was reported. Thus,

although the short n-alkanes are interesting materials in their

own right, they are far from ideal as models for PE.
At the other extreme of molecular length, it is possible to

simulate a pseudoinfinite PE chain, by using periodic boundary

conditions and covalently bonding the chain stems across the

ends of the simulation box. Using such a model, Ryckaert and

Klein were able to reproduce the lattice parameters of the

n-alkanes very well [32]. However, they failed to reproduce the

higher temperature hexagonal or rotator phases, and their

model suffered from excessive longitudinal diffusion of the

chain stems. Other simulations based on the infinite chain

model have been presented more recently [31,33,34]. Although

the infinite chain model might be considered a useful model for

extended chain crystals, it appears that the tight constraints

placed on the chains by the boundary conditions will tend to

limit the formation of conformational defects: the contraction

of one chain relative to its neighbours is strongly inhibited,

because the periodic bonding prevents any one chain from

being shorter in the c direction than the others. This will, of

course, limit the usefulness of the model at higher

temperatures.

Therefore, despite the fact that they are frequently cited in

the literature, it appears that models based on either infinite

chains or short n-alkanes cannot be expected to reproduce the

structure and phase behaviour of PE reliably.

An interesting compromise between these two modelling

extremes, is to consider modelling the ‘long’ n-alkanes. We

will take ‘long’ in this context to refer to n-alkanes with 100 or

more backbone carbon atoms. The long n-alkanes form ideal

model materials, because the chain stems are sufficiently long

that they provide a well-ordered representation of the PE unit

cell, while at the same time they form crystals with a tightly

regulated distance between folds. The materials, which include

C102H206, C198H398 and C390H782, have formed the basis of

several interesting experimental investigations in recent years

(e.g. Refs. [10,35–37]). Computer models of long n-alkane

crystals were considered by Wunderlich and co-workers. Their

models consisted of clusters of chain stems containing 50 or

100 CH2 units [38–40]. In the models, each CH2 unit was

replaced by a single united atom, and free boundary conditions

were used, producing a small crystallite in a vacuum. The lack

of boundary conditions and use of united atoms were probably

major factors that prevented the room temperature structure of

polyethylene from being reproduced. It is now recognised that

PE cannot be modelled accurately using a united atom

potential, and attention has turned to performing realistic all-

atom simulations [31,41,42].

In the present paper, we aim to compare the predictions of

three different atomistic models for the structures and dynamic

properties of PE at different temperatures. The models all

consist of simulation boxes that are small compared with the

dimensions of a chain-folded crystal. However, by incorporat-

ing different levels of disorder, we will show that it is possible

to simulate the characteristics of real PE crystals, as well as of

the more ordered long n-alkanes. Although the three models

are structurally different, the same molecular mechanics force

field is used, so that any differences in behaviour may be

attributed to the types of defects present in each case. The first

two models consist of conventional finite and infinite chain
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Fig. 2. (a) The ordering of chain stems within the simulation box for the finite

and infinite chain models. (b) The ordering of chain stems within the simulation

box for the 4!6!C102 jogged chain model. The views are taken looking down

the c-axis of the unit cell.
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representations, as discussed above. However, the third model

consists of finite chains that are longer than the simulation box,

and which pass through the box more than once. In order to

avoid self-intersection, each chain contains a jog defect; the

defects are arranged randomly throughout the simulation cell to

avoid an excessive build-up of strain. The jog defects are just

one example of the types of defects which might be expected in

real PE crystals, others include chain-folds, kinks, branch

points and chain-ends, and it is anticipated that their inclusion

will bring our model a step closer to reality. In fact, we will

show that the inclusion of jog defects leads to a similar

expansion of the unit cell as might be expected from the

presence of chain-folds. For a given choice of force field, we

will also demonstrate that wide variations in structural

parameters and dynamic behaviour are possible, depending

on the choice of model.

2. Models and methods

2.1. Choice of model

Three model systems have been simulated: an infinite chain

model, a finite chain model, and a jogged chain model (see

previous paragraph). All models make use of periodic

boundary conditions. In the infinite chain model, each chain

stem is covalently bonded across the (001) face of the unit cell,

effectively forming an infinite polymer chain. The starting

point for the infinite chain model was derived from an array of

4!6!24 unit cells of PE, and thus, consists of 48 chain stems

each of 48 carbon atoms (Fig. 2(a)). The finite chain model was

similar in construction to the infinite chain model and consisted

of an array of 48 C48H98 molecules.

The third computer model was inspired by the ultra-long

n-alkanes which were discussed above, and which were

developed for use as experimental models for PE. Our initial

thought was that a model based on these materials would,

similarly, provide a useful computational representation of a

real PE crystal. The computer model was based on molecules

of C102H206, which normally crystallises in chain extended

form, but which has a molecular length comparable to the

length of the chain stems in chain folded PE crystals.

A model containing 48 fully extended C102H206 molecules

would have an aspect ratio (length:width), of c. 4:1. For

technical reasons (see below) this model is not stable under the

molecular dynamics implementation that we are using.

Therefore, an alternative approach is required.

In our modified model for C102H206 the chains cross the

periodic boundary twice, facilitated by a jog defect (Fig. 3(a)).

By including a jog in each chain, one chain can occupy two

chain stem sites and, under periodic boundary conditions, the

simulation box will have an aspect ratio of only 2:1. In this

system there are 48 chain stems but only 24 chains. The

resulting model is rich in defects in the form of jogs and chain

ends. It allows the study of the conformations and dynamics of

a significant number of jog defects and chain ends over a range

of temperatures while, at the same time, providing a more PE-

like environment within the constraints of the simulation
method and current computing resources. However, the model

is no longer an accurate representation of the C102H206 crystal

that was its inspiration. A plan of the starting configuration is

shown in Fig. 2(b); a three-dimensional view is given in

Fig. 3(b).

A summary of model types, descriptions and compositions

used in this paper is given in Table 1. The convention used in

describing the models is as follows: 4!6 indicates four unit

cells of PE in the a direction and six in the b direction; the use

of 24 indicates the number of PE unit cells in the c direction for

infinite chain models, while C48 and C102 indicate the length of

the carbon backbone for the finite chain and jogged chain

models, respectively.
2.2. Model construction

Models were constructed using the coordinates of the

carbon atoms given for the PE unit cell by Bunn [2] (aZ
0.740 nm, bZ0.493 nm, cZ0.2534 nm). The positions of the

hydrogen atoms were determined by minimising the potential



Table 2

A summary of the simulations presented in the present study

Model T (K) Equilibration

period (ps)

Production

period (ps)

4!6!24 (infinite) 300 200 50

400 100 50

4!6!C48 (finite) 300 100 50

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) The jogged chain motif used to build the jogged chain model. The

motif is shown (left) as an isolated chain and (right) within a periodic bounding

box. (b) A typical starting configuration of the jogged chain model.
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energies of the completed models, keeping the cell dimensions

fixed. The infinite chain models were constructed by repeated

duplication of the Bunn unit cell in the a, b and c directions.

The finite extended chain models were constructed from the

infinite chain models, by cutting the bond across the (001) face

of the simulation box and adding hydrogen atoms to the

terminal CH2 groups. The energy of the model was then

minimised, in order to adjust the packing of the chain ends in

the c direction.

The jogged chain models were built using the PE unit cell to

construct a pair of chain stems, one at the corner of the cell, and

the other at the centre. The periodic boundary conditions were

then removed and short sections from the middle of the chain

stems deleted. A jog defect was formed by joining parts of the

two different stems, and the remaining ends were converted to

CH3 groups. The energy of the structure was then minimised.

This C102H206 looped-chain, containing a single jog, provided a

motif to build the model structure. By systematically repeating

the motif in the a and b directions and randomly displacing it

by an integer number of PE unit cells in the c direction—to

avoid formation of a defect plane (Fig. 3(b))—a model

consisting of 4!6 jogged-chain motifs was constructed.
Table 1

A summary of the model types and chain compositions used in the current study

Model Chain type Number of

chains

Number of

atoms

4!6!24 (infinite) –C48H96– 48 6912

4!6!C48 (finite) C48H98 48 7008

4!6!C102 (jogged) C102H206 24 7392
For all models, the dimensions of the simulation box were

approximately 30!30!60 Å at ambient temperature and

pressure.
2.3. Molecular dynamics method

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the

DL_POLY_2 molecular dynamics code from the CCLRC [43].

All simulations were performed using a four processor Silicon

Graphics Origin 200 computer. Models were equilibrated at

constant temperature and pressure using the Berendsen method

[44]. Equilibration was continued until any systematic

variations in the simulation cell dimensions appeared to have

relaxed. Simulations were performed at 300 and 400 K and

ambient pressure for the 4!6!24 infinite chain model and the

4!6!C48 finite chain model, and at a range of temperatures

between 200 and 420 K for the 4!6!C102 jogged chain

model, as detailed in Table 2. A production period of 50 ps was

deemed sufficient to sample the dynamics of each system.

A 1 fs time-step was used.

For equilibration, the Berendsen approach to isobaric–

isothermal simulation was preferred over the Nosé–Hoover

method [45,46], because it was more efficient at redistributing

the thermal energy between the different vibrational modes of

the system. This was a particular issue in the current

simulations due to the anisotropic nature of the PE crystal;

the vibrational modes along the chain axis have a considerably

higher velocity than those oscillating normal to the chain

direction. The Berendsen method cannot be used to calculate

thermodynamic functions of the system, because it does not

sample the isobaric–isothermal ensemble correctly. To over-

come this shortcoming, all sampling was performed, after

equilibration, in the microcanonical (constant NVE) ensemble.

The Berendsen method has two parameters, tT and tP, that

control the coupling of the system to the temperature and

pressure reservoirs. tT was set to 0.4 ps as suggested by

Berendsen et al. [44]. The choice of tP required some care. It

was found that if too short a time constant were chosen then the

molecular dynamics algorithm became unstable. This was a

consequence of the anisotropy both in the dimensions of the

simulation box and in the compressibility of the system.
400 400 50

4!6!C102 (jogged) 200 100 50

300 100 50

320 100 50

340 100 50

360 100 50

380 100 50

400 100 50

420 100 50
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The overall effect is that the SHAKE algorithm, used to

maintain constant bond lengths (see below) will occasionally

fail to converge. The likelihood of failure increases with the

anisotropy of the system. This problem was overcome in two

ways. Firstly, tP was given a large value (8 ps), which reduced

the rate of change of the box dimensions, at the cost of slower

equilibration, and secondly, the aspect ratio of the simulation

box was limited to 2:1 or less. With these provisos, the stability

of the method could be guaranteed at ambient pressures, and at

temperatures below the experimentally determined melting

points. Typically, when simulating crystalline systems of

around 7000 atoms, the temperature was found to be

constrained to within G5 K and the pressure to G0.5 kbar.

2.4. Force field

In selecting a suitable force field for the simulations, the first

choice to be made is between a united atom representation, in

which the hydrogen atoms are subsumed into the carbon atoms,

and an all-atom representation, where all of the hydrogen

atoms are explicitly modelled. Earlier investigations have

indicated that the united atom approximation does not provide

a good representation of the crystal structures of alkanes [47].

Our own experience in applying such a force field to the infinite

PE model was that it resulted in a mobile hexagonal phase at

room temperature. This finding is clearly at odds with

experimental expectations, and is a consequence of the lack

of detail in the united atom potential. For this reason, an all-

atom force field has been used throughout this work, even

though this leads to an order of magnitude increase in the

processor time required compared to the united atom case.

A number of research groups have developed detailed all-

atom force fields for the n-alkanes. Some examples include

the MM4 [48], KGD [49] and SDFF [50] force fields. We

have used a force field derived by Smith and Yoon [51] for the

present study. This force field was chosen because its authors

placed a strong emphasis on determining the correct form for

the backbone torsional potential. The torsional potential is a

key factor in reproducing both the static structure and

dynamic motion of non-planar chain conformations. It is

thus, crucial to the accurate modelling of the formation of

gauche defects in PE crystals at high temperatures. This

requirement should be contrasted with studies of sub-ambient-

temperature PE crystals, in which the chains do not deviate

significantly from the trans torsional state, and the role of the

torsional potential is less significant [34,52]. It is perhaps

worth noting, that the Smith and Yoon force field was

designed for studying amorphous polymers, so that we might

expect it to provide a good representation of gauche defects in

more regular systems.

The potential forms and parameters for the force field are

taken from Table 1 of Ref. [51]. The van derWaals interaction

is represented by an ‘Exponential 6’ or Buckingham potential,

with a relatively short cut-off length of 6 Å. A long-range

correction to the pressure was employed. Energy terms are

calculated for all pairs of atoms separated by three or more

bonds. The lengths of all bonds are held constant using
the SHAKE algorithm [47,53]. The torsional potential was

designed to model the behaviour of n-butane. The parameters

given by Smith and Yoon yield a trans–gauche energy

difference of 2.0 kJ molK1, and a trans–gauche barrier of

12.6 kJ molK1. The cis barrier is 20.2 kJ molK1 and the energy

barrier for methyl group rotation is 10.9 kJ molK1 [51].

The Smith and Yoon force field reproduces the structural

and dynamic properties of n-alkane melts very well [51,54,55],

but was not designed to reproduce the vibrational character-

istics of n-alkane crystals. Thus, it may not produce such

accurate results as the more detailed force field of Dasgupta

et al. [49]. However, the Smith and Yoon force field was

chosen for the present work because it provides a useful

compromise between accuracy and computational effort for

these polyethylene-like systems.

2.5. Analysis of torsional angles

The torsional angles in alkane chains determine the overall

shape of the chains. Within a crystal the majority of the chains

will be planar zig-zags with all of the torsional angles in the

trans state. However, conformational defects can also form

spontaneously within a crystal lattice when one or more

torsional angles move to either the gaucheC or gaucheK

potential minimum. It is instructive, therefore, to examine

distributions of torsional angles for each system simulated. It

is also enlightening to study the progress of individual

torsional angles and defects. Using an enhanced form of a

method presented by Doherty and Hopfinger [56], it is

possible to visualise all of the torsional angles within a chain

stem, as a function of time, in a two dimensional map. By

plotting the position of each torsional conformation within the

model against the y-axis and by indicating the angle by a

block of colour, a single vertical line of colours can indicate

the torsional angles of the whole chain stem. As one vertical

line of colour indicates the state of the torsional angles at one

point in time, a succession of such lines can show the

evolution of the torsional states of the model with time. There

is a simple mapping between the positions of the torsional

angles within the chain stem and in the colour map. The

colour map is shown in Fig. 4(a), and the colour table used to

represent the angles in Fig. 4(b). The colours have been

selected in such a way as to give a clear colour difference

between the different conformational states. The trans

conformation is green, while the gaucheC and gaucheK

conformations are blue and red, respectively. The transition

from trans to gaucheC is achieved via turquoise, while a

similar transition to gaucheK is via yellow.

2.6. Analysis of setting angles

The same method that is used to visualise the evolution of

the torsional angles can be used to look at the setting angles of

the chains, either for whole chains or small sub-units of the

chains. The sub-unit that has been chosen consists of three

consecutive methylene groups or carbon atoms. The setting

angle of this three-methylene-segment (3MS) is obtained by
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Fig. 4. (a) The method of displaying torsional angles and three-methylene-segment (3MS) setting angles as a function of time and position within a chain stem (see

text). Note the use of time traces, in which each block of grey represents 2 ps. (b) The colour tables used to represent the setting angles and torsional angles.
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projecting the three backbone carbon atoms onto the x–y plane

and taking the angle between the bisector of the projected C2–

C1 and C2–C3 bonds, and the x-axis, as shown in Fig. 5. The

colour table for the 3MS setting angles has six different

colours, each indicating a 608 range, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

When calculating the setting angles for a model, any

3MS that is tilted by more than 188 (cosK1 0.95) to the

average c-axis is excluded, because the calculated setting

angle then becomes unreliable. In these cases the coloured

pixels are replaced by a grey scale, which is used to

indicate the degree of tilt of the 3MS from the chain axis.

The shades of grey associated with each angle of tilt are

indicated in Fig. 6.
x

y

Setting Angle

C1

C2

C3

C1

C2

C3

Fig. 5. Definition of a 3MS setting angle. Left: a short section of polyethylene

chain with three carbon atoms labelled. The chain axis is vertical. Right: the

same atoms projected onto the x–y plane. The setting angle is taken as positive

when increasing in the clockwise sense.
3. Results

3.1. Lattice parameter comparison

The lattice parameters predicted from the three models at

ambient pressure are shown in Fig. 7. For comparison, we also

show measured lattice parameters for PE from Davis et al. [8]

and Dadobaev and Slutsker [9], as well as parameters we have

determined ourselves [57], and the simulated parameters of

Martoňak et al. [34]. Davis et al. [8] examined a sample

of commercial polyethylene with a molecular weight ð �MnÞ of

11,600 and a polydispersity of 14. Dadobaev and Slutsker do

not quote a molecular weight, but specify that their crystals

have thicknesses in the range 50–70 nm, and were relatively

perfect. In addition we show lattice parameters for Rigidex 50
36°

18°

54°

66°

78°

Chain
axis

Fig. 6. The grey scales associated with the various degrees of 3MS tilt from the

chain axis. Segments which are tilted by less than 188 (hatched region) are

represented by the colour table shown in Fig. 4.



Fig. 7. The variation of the unit cell parameters a, b and c, with temperature for

the three model systems, compared to experimental values [8,9,57] and results

from previous simulations [34].
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(a commercial polyethylene, with �MnZ7!104 and poly-

dispersity of 7).

The a and b cell parameters represent an average unit cell

calculated from the dimensions of the simulation box as a

whole, averaged over a 10 ps sample taken towards the end of

each isothermal–isobaric equilibration period, i.e. before the

commencement of the NVE simulations. However, the c cell
parameter could not generally be calculated directly from the

simulation box dimensions due to the presence of chain ends.

Instead it was computed from the average separation, in the c

direction, of Cn and CnC2 for all the 3MS (three methyl

segments) that were within a cos(0.95) (w188) of being aligned

to the average chain axis. The ‘aligned segments’ correspond to

the trans sections of the alkane chains and will not include

segments within the jog defects that are tilted away from the

chain axis. Nevertheless, the calculation will reflect the

influence of the tilted segments on their neighbours.

Because the angles of the simulation box may vary during

equilibration, it is possible that the cell axes will not always be

orthogonal. However, the average deviations from 908 were

typically less than 18, so the effect has been ignored. Errors in

the cell parameter values were calculated as the root-mean-

squared deviation from the average during the sample period.

These were generally found to be smaller than the symbol

plotted, and are not shown.

The changes in the cell parameters predicted by the three

models are largely as might be expected from experimental

results [8,9]. The thermal expansion of the crystals is

manifested through large increases in the a parameter. In

fact, the agreement between the a parameter from the jogged

chain (4!6!C102) simulation and the experimental results is

surprisingly close. However, both the finite (4!6!C48) and

infinite (4!6!24) chain simulations fall short of this, with

values about 0.2 Å too low at 300 K, and 0.3–0.4 Å too low at

400 K.

The behaviour of the b parameter of PE is rather more

equivocal than the a parameter. Davis et al. and Dadobaev and

Slutsker show a steady increase in b up to 350 K. On the other

hand, our own experimental studies show that, above 350 K,

the b parameter falls slightly. All three of the simulated models

show a decrease in b parameter between 300 and 400 K, and

the simulated values in all cases are too low by between 0.2 and

0.3 Å.

The c parameter of PE is generally accepted to decrease

very gradually as the sample is heated, and this is borne out by

all of the experimental data shown, and by all three of the

models simulated. The explanation given is usually that

the increasing amplitude of thermal vibrations causes the

monomers to twist away from the fully extended state.

For completeness, the crystal densities of all the systems

under consideration are shown in Fig. 8. As expected, the

density decreases in all cases with increasing temperature. It is

observed that all three computer models overestimate the

crystalline density by between 5 and 9%.

The comparison of the cell parameters for the three models

provides an indication of the effects that chain ends and jog

defects have on the crystal packing. In the ambient structure,

the presence of chain ends in the finite chain model has a

negligible effect on cell parameter a, but a significant one on

the cell parameter b, of the order of a one percent increase. At

the higher temperature, when the chains ends can move, the

finite chain model has a slightly larger a parameter than the

infinite model. This is almost certainly due to the increased

mobility facilitated by the free chain ends as the mobility



Fig. 8. The variation in density, with temperature for the three model systems,

compared to experimental values [8,9,57] and results from previous

simulations [34].
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allows a small proportion of spontaneous gauche defects to

form. It is also notable that the c parameter shows the least

change with temperature for the infinite chain system, which

we might again attribute to the difficulty in forming gauche

defects when there are no free chain-ends.

The b parameter is too low in all three models. We attribute

this to a slight error in the C–H bond length influencing the

side-by-side packing density of the chains. Clearly this would

need to be addressed if the model were to be used

quantitatively. However in the present case, where we are

mainly interested in generic behaviour, this discrepancy is not

considered to be too serious.

It is most interesting to note that the high proportion of jog

defects in the 4!6!C102 jogged chain model has such a

distinct effect on the key, volume-determining cell parameter,

a—a much larger effect than the presence of CH3 terminal

groups. This is of particular interest as there are many more

conformational defects in a polyethylene crystal than chain

ends [49]. It is also worth commenting that the structure of a

jog defect is, in many ways, similar to that of a fold, so that the

effects that both types of conformational defect have on the

chain packing and particularly the setting angles might be

expected to be similar. The thinnest PE lamellae observed

experimentally are around 10 nm in thickness, and contain one

fold per chain stem, since chain ends are rare. On the other

hand, our jogged chain simulations contain one jog defect (and

two chain ends) per two chain stems, but are only about 6 nm in

length. Therefore, the concentration of defects in our

simulations may be expected to be similar to that in a thin

PE lamella, and thus, at the high end of the range expected for

real PE crystals, if we accept that jogs and chain-folds are

equivalent in their effect.

All three computer models show a qualitative agreement

with the expected behaviour of the crystalline cell parameters

and the crystal density. However, the absolute agreement is not

perfect in any of the models, and they cannot be used for

quantitative predictions. Nevertheless, the influence of the
chain-ends and the jog defects is striking, especially given that

the same force field and parameters are used in each case. The

implications are clear: a computer model which aims to

simulate the behaviour of PE will need to take account of the

presence of defects: defects will be present in real systems and

will affect the measured lattice parameters; defects in the

computer models will have a similar effect. A set of molecular

mechanics parameters which, when applied to a periodically

bounded unit cell, successfully reproduce the cell parameters of

PE, would not be capable of such good agreement in a realistic

model containing a large proportion of defects.

The simulations of Martoňák et al. [34] are also included in

the plots of Figs. 7 and 8. The agreement with experiment is

extremely good. In fact, the work of Martoňák et al., which is

based on the earlier force field of Sorensen et al. [52], makes

use of an infinite chain model i.e. with the polymer chains

bonded across the (001) faces of the simulation box. Thus, we

might expect, from the present work, that the introduction of

chain-ends and jog or fold defects, such as would be expected

to occur in real crystals, would substantially worsen the

agreement with experiment that those authors were able to

achieve.

3.2. Torsional distributions

The distributions of torsional angles present in the models

give an indication of the range of librations occurring within

the trans potential minimum. The distributions are summarised

in Fig. 9 for all three models, at 300 and 400 K. The

comparison indicates that the torsional angles are the most

constrained within the trans state for the infinite model, while

the jogged chain model shows the greatest range of librations.

The jogged chain model also shows two small peaks at G110–

1158, which correspond to gauche states present within the jog

(inset to Fig. 9(a)). There is a roughly equal distribution

between the gaucheC and gaucheK states. However, there is

little evidence of gauche defects in either the finite or infinite

chain models at 300 K. Therefore we may infer that the gauche

states in the jogged model are mainly associated with the jog

itself.

On increasing the temperature to 400 K, the range of angles

explored increases and the trans peaks broaden and reduce in

height. The infinite chain model still shows no sign of gauche

conformations. However, they are evident in the finite chain

model at 400 K (inset to Fig. 9(b)), and we may presume them

to be associated with the presence of chain ends. The

proportion of gauche states in the jogged chain model also

increases slightly at 400 K. However it is not possible to infer

whether the addditional gauche states occur near the jog or the

chain ends without examining the spatial distribution of

torsions (see below).

3.3. Setting angle distributions

The setting angle distributions for the three models at

300 and 400 K are shown in Fig. 10. It is worth pointing

out that there are actually four possible setting angles: one
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each for the chains at the corner and centre of the unit cell,

and two more as each chain stem could be rotated through

1808. However, the symmetry seen in Fig. 10(a), dominated

by two large peaks at around G458, is a consequence of the

choice of starting configuration. The setting angles observed

for all three models at 300 K are consistent with

experimental figures, which are in the range 42–468 [17].

As with the torsional angles, the infinite chain model is the

most ordered, and the jogged chain model is the least. The

small peak at K1358 in the jogged chain distribution is due

to certain aligned segments in the jog itself.

At 400 K the picture is somewhat different. The infinite

chain model still shows two symmetrical peaks with some

thermal broadening evident. However, the finite chain model

appears to have undergone a transition to a state in which the

planes of all the chains are parallel. On closer examination of

the model, it appears that 46 of the chain stems have a setting

angle at around 308, while the other two are rotated by 180 to

K1508. This is evidence for a transition to a monoclinic type of

packing arrangement.

The distribution for the jogged chain model also shows a

change at 400 K, with a marked broadening of the two peaks

and a shift towards 08. In fact, to understand the changes in
the jogged model it is helpful to consider the system at

intermediate temperatures (Fig. 11).

Between 200 and 360 K, there is little difference in the

appearance of the distributions, apart from a gradual thermal

broadening and a consequent decrease in peak height. The

production run at 380 K shows a skewed distribution with more

3MS at negative setting angles than positive. From a closer

examination of the model it was found that, in some of the

chains only, one half of the chain on one side of the jog had

rotated to the same alignment as the half on the other side of the

jog. This is shown in Fig. 12. During the 400 K production run,

the distributions look even again. However, this is because both

halves of most of the chains (21 out of 24) are now at roughly

the same setting angle on both sides of the jogs (as in Fig. 12),

but half (12 out of 24) of the chains are at positive setting

angles and the remainder at negative angles. The small peak at

C1358 appears to be due to the new arrangement of the jogs. In

fact, the system has separated into two domains with different

orientation (Fig. 13). This separation occurs during the

isobaric–isothermal equilibration period, and is then main-

tained for the entire production run. However, because of the

small size of the model, a substantial fraction of the chains

retain a herringbone arrangement with their neighbours.
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By 420 K the situation is more complicated. The two halves of

the chains are rotating more frequently and occupying all four

stable setting angles to some extent. In some respects, the

behaviour of the model is reminiscent of that of a rotator phase, in

which the molecular planes are able to rotate about the chain axis.

However, in the present case, we observe a correlated rotating of

domains of chains, so that locally the chains are able to retain a

monoclinic type of packing. The formation of such a phase is not

surprising since, at this temperature, most real systems would

already have melted. In fact, the model does not quite have the

correct geometry for a hexagonal phase; at 420 K a/bZ1.694

which is less than the value of
ffiffiffi

3
p

required. A truly hexagonal

mobile phase does occur if the model is superheated to 440 K, and

this will be discussed further in a future publication [58].

3.4. Spatial distribution of 3MS

Further information concerning the onset of disorder in the

4!6!C102 jogged chain model may be obtained by
a

b

Fig. 12. The particular packing of the jogged chains that arises during the 380 K

production run.
examining spatial distribution functions (positional pair

correlation functions) for the positions of the 3MS segments.

These are calculated by taking the centre of mass of each 3MS

in turn, and accumulating the relative positions of neighbouring

3MSs in an appropriate two-dimensional histogram. From

these, a picture may be obtained of the spatial range and shape

of the lattice vibrations within the model. Two planes have

been selected for examination; the a–b plane normal to the

chain axis and the plane containing the chain axis and the [110]

direction.

Fig. 14 shows the distribution function in the a–b plane for

several temperatures. The diffuse spots show the relative

locations of the chain stems in the basal plane of the cell. The

curious doubling of some spots arises due to the jogs, which

cause slight displacements in the chain positions: for certain of

the pair correlations, there will be contributions from two types

of chain pairs, differing in which side of the jog each chain

stem originates from. In practice, if we consider the

correlations in the [110] direction (highlighted in Fig. 14(a))

only the odd order (i.e. the first, third, etc.) nearest neighbours

suffer from the effect: for the even order neighbours, both chain

stems will always fall on the same side of the jog, and a single

correlation spot results.

As the temperature is increased, the distribution functions

gradually become more diffuse, especially at larger separ-

ations. Above 360 K, the doublets described above merge into

streaks, as the distinction between the chain stems either side of

the jogs becomes blurred. Finally, at 420 K the streaks resolve

into circular spots and we observe a near hexagonal, or pseudo-

hexagonal, arrangement in which all chain stems are equivalent

and equally spaced.

In Fig. 14(b) we observe the same transition in a plane

containing the chain axis and the [110] vector. Again, as the

temperature is raised, the distributions gradually blur, until at

420 K the splitting of the first and third nearest neighbour

distributions is no longer evident. The plot at 420 K also

indicates increased disorder parallel to the chain axis. This is



Fig. 14. (a) A plot of the averaged spatial distribution function for 3MS

segments in the a–b plane. (b) A similar plot for 3MS segments in the [110] and

c-axis directions, showing the four nearest neighbours (as highlighted in (a)).
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Fig. 15. The colour maps showing the torsional and setting angles for two

chains (12 and 16) taken from the 4!6!24 infinite chain model during the first

20 ps of the 50 ps production runs at (a) 300 K and (b) 400 K. The colour map is

defined in Fig. 4 and the chain numbers in Fig. 2.
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a strong indication that chain sliding is starting to occur, which

is a characteristic feature of the rotator phases in the long

n-alkanes and, at high pressure, in PE. This feature will be

explored further elsewhere [58].

3.5. Torsion and setting angle maps

While distribution functions give helpful insights into the

average behaviour of a model, it is frequently necessary to

examine the actual configurations of the model in order to

determine its detailed behaviour. Such investigation is greatly

assisted by the use of maps, which display all of the torsions

and setting angles present in a chain as a function of time. The

layout of the maps was described above in Section 2. The maps

are particularly useful for studying the distribution and

propagation of defects, as well as for demonstrating the

heterogeneities within the system. Here, we will apply the

maps to each model in turn.

3.5.1. Infinite chain models

Fig. 15 shows the torsional and setting angle maps for two

chains taken from the infinite chain model, both at 300 and

400 K. There are several features worth noting. First,
the torsional maps are predominantly green, indicating trans

states, with occasional pixels of yellow and cyan, which

represent excursions to the trans–gaucheK and trans–gaucheC

barriers, respectively. There are no pixels indicative of gauche

conformations. The main difference between the maps at 300

and 400 K is that the higher temperature maps contain more

yellow and cyan pixels, suggesting a greater range of librations

while remaining within the trans potential well.

The setting angle distributions for the two chains are mainly

cyan (chain 12) and yellow (chain 16). These colours reflect the

fact that chain 12 has a positive setting angle, while that of

chain 16 is negative, which is consistent with herringbone

packing. Any green pixels present here suggest fluctuations

towards 08. The main difference between the maps at 300 and

400 K is that the latter maps are a little coarser in appearance,

suggesting longer timescale correlations between the setting

angles of adjacent 3MS. However, the difference is very slight,

and the main observation from these maps is that there are no

conformational defects present in the infinite chain

simulations.
3.5.2. Finite chain models

At 300 K the maps for this model (Fig. 16) appear very

similar to those of the infinite chain model. However, by 400 K

the picture is totally different. During the equilibration period,

the model has transformed to a state where all the chains have

similar setting angles, as mentioned above. This is manifested

in the fact that the setting angle distributions of both chains 12

and 16 are the same colour: predominantly cyan/green.

In addition to the change in the average setting angles of the

chains there is clearly more activity in the individual setting

angles and torsions. The setting angles show twist defects,

starting at the chain ends and propagating into and out of the

crystal. These appear as flares of yellow or dark blue, which
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Fig. 16. The colour maps showing the torsional and setting angles for two

chains (12 and 16) taken from the 4!6!C48 finite chain model during the

50 ps production run at (a) 300 K and (b) 400 K. The rings highlight chain-end

gauche defects, as well as a gKtgC defect. The colour map is defined in Fig. 4

and the chain numbers in Fig. 2.
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correspond to rotations of G908 away from the equilibrium

setting angle. A typical lifetime of such a defect is 1–2 ps.

Other shorter-lived twists also occur which are not associated

with chain ends. If we examine the torsion map, the most

striking feature is the presence of occasional gaucheK (red) or

gaucheC (blue) defects at the chain ends, as well as a

spontaneous gaucheK–trans–gaucheC (red–green–blue;

gKtgC) defect occurring in the middle of chain 12. This also

can be seen in the setting angle map as a grey bar, because the

central segment of the defect is tilted away from the chain axis

by more than 188.

3.5.3. Jogged chain models

Fig. 17 shows the behaviour of a typical chain taken from

the jogged chain simulations, at four different temperatures. At

300 K the structure is relatively static and retains much of
the imprint of the starting configuration of the model. The jog

defect may be seen as horizontal bars of red and blue across the

centre of the torsion plot, representing gauche defects in an

otherwise trans (green) structure. The jog also appears as bars

of grey in the setting angle plot, as these chain segments are

tilted away from the chain axis by more than 188. The jog

divides the setting angle plot into two halves, coloured

predominantly yellow and cyan, corresponding, respectively,

to the negative and positive setting angles of the two halves of

the chain. The structure of the jog defect, i.e. the sequence of

trans and gauche states, clearly fluctuates during the

simulation, and this is true of all of the chains in the system.

The jogs are dynamic, switching frequently between confor-

mations. For example in chain 2 (Fig. 17(a)) the structure

changes more than 20 times in 50 ps. However, the most

commonly observed jogs in this model consisted of two gauche

states, separated by three or four trans torsions.

The 3MSs, either side of the jogs, tend to twist away from

the average setting angle for that half of the chain. The effects

of the twists near to the jog can be seen propagating away from

the defect. This is a feature that is also visible at the bottom of

the chain where persistent gaucheC and gaucheK defects result

in the end of the chain being tilted away from the chain axis.

The presence of ‘end-gauche’ defects have been experimen-

tally identified by IR spectroscopy [59]. Notwithstanding the

degree of fluctuation within the jogs, the overall setting angles

of the chain stems remain stable, and, by reviewing the colour

maps for all of the chain stems we may confirm that the familiar

herringbone packing of the stems is retained.

On increasing the simulation temperature, no notable

changes are observed until 360 K. At 360 K (Fig. 17(b)) two

features characterise the chain behaviour. Firstly there is

substantial evidence of the emergence of twisting motions

propagating along the chains. Although these motions do not

result in whole stem jump rotations, an emerging mechanism is

evident. Secondly many of the 3MSs in the trans stems are

more than 188 from the average chain axis, denoted by dark

grey pixels, a few of which are circled in the figure. However,

corresponding gauche defects are not observed.

At 380 K, the colour-maps reveal the onset of chain-stem

rotational jumps (Fig. 17(c)). The rotation of one half of the

chain, as seen after 40 ps in the illustration, has occurred in 12

of the 24 chains. A new pattern of chain packing is emerging in

which many of the planar zigzags, either side of the jogs, are

parallel. The structure of the jogs has also changed, with many

more gauche defects evident.

At 400 K, there is a substantial increase in the disorder of

the system, with each of the chain stems exploring a wider

range of setting angles (Fig. 17(d)).

As discussed above, most of the chains have rotated so that

both chain stems on either side of a jog have the same setting

angle. In most cases this has occurred during the equilibration

period, prior to the production run. It was the examination of

these colour maps that led to the conclusions described above

concerning the formation of domains (Fig. 13). Another feature

of the simulations that appears at 400 K is the presence of short

lived gKtgC defects in the middle of the trans chain-stem
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Fig. 17. The colour maps for the torsional and setting angles for a representative chain, taken from the 4!6!C102 jogged chain model during the 50 ps production

runs at (a) 300 K, (b) 360 K, (c) 380 K and (d) 400 K. An example of a prolonged, spontaneous gCtgK defect, that occurs away from the jog, has been highlighted.

The colour map is defined in Fig. 4 and the chain numbers in Fig. 2.
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segments. These defects can have lifetimes from a pico-second

upward, and result in the tilting of the corresponding 3MSs

away from the chain-axis direction. One example of this is

indicated in Fig. 17(d).

At 420 K, the simulation is technically above the melting

point of any real system under ambient pressures. The level of

disorder has increased further and rotational motions are

becoming common. This is shown in Fig. 18 which shows the

3MS setting angle colour map for all of the chains in the model.

The figure demonstrates the fact that the chains are undergoing

a wide range of local and chain stem rotations.
3.6. Intra-chain correlations

The correlated motions of chain segments can be visualised

graphically using the maps discussed above. Since the motions

are very rapid it is necessary to expand the time axis by increasing
the sampling frequency. This is shown in Fig. 19 for the jogged

chain model at 300 K, in which particular setting angles and

torsions may be observed propagating along the chains as

diagonal bands of colour. The gradient of the lines corresponds to

the velocity of propagation, which we estimate from the figure to

be 5 km sK1 in these particular fluctuations. This figure seems

reasonable compared with the speed of propagation of ultrasonic

sound waves in highly crystalline PE (i.e. 2.43 km sK1—see Ref.

[60]). However, we should emphasise that the low amplitude

distortions described here differ from the soliton waves described

by other authors (e.g. the p and 2p twistons discussed by Zhang

[61,62]) which propagate at a much lower velocity.
4. Discussion

The three models described in this paper are all proposed as

suitable models for polyethylene, but each has drawbacks to
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some extent, and none of the models provides a perfect fit with

the crystalline unit cell parameters. The infinite chain model

possesses the highest degree of order and predicts the highest

density crystal. It also predicts the lowest rate of thermal

expansion and the least influence of temperature on the

distributions of torsions and setting angles. The model fails to

display any gauche defects during the 50 ps simulation, but is

successful in maintaining herringbone chain packing up to

400 K. On the other hand, the finite chain model, by virtue of

its chain ends, does display gauche defects and has a less dense

unit cell. Unfortunately, at 400 K the packing transforms to a

monoclinic arrangement, which may possibly be related to

interactions between the chain ends as these all lie in layers.

The jogged chain model is the most successful in terms of

matching the lattice parameters and density, and also the most

interesting model in that it generates a wealth of gauche defects

and shows the greatest differences in behaviour with

temperature.

The use of jogs in this model was an artifice required to fit a

long chain into a short simulation box. However, the jogs

conveniently replicate the type of behaviour we might expect

from chain folds and other defects (such as branch points and

kinks), and so their presence within the model has a valid

physical basis. We preferred not to use actual chain folds in the

model because this would have produced a layered structure,
which would have been less realistic as a model for PE, for a

number of reasons. Firstly, in the jogged chain model, the

defects are distributed throughout the simulation box rather

than concentrated in a plane—this provides a closer represen-

tation of the structure in the bulk of a real PE crystal, since our

simulation box is too small to simulate a whole lamellar

thickness. Secondly, a layer of once-folded chains would be too

regular as a model for PE, but might usefully represent the long

n-alkanes. However C102H206 only forms extended chain

crystals—experimentally the chains do not fold. Also, we

would be introducing another variable into the system, i.e.

should all chain folds lie in one surface or be distributed

randomly between the two, in which case, with such a small

model, we would be concerned whether our structure was truly

representative of reality. Finally, in attempting to simulate such

structures, it was our experience that layers of chain-folded

molecules show a much greater tendency to tilt, which was

again felt to be a poor representation of real melt-crystallised

PE.

It is clear that the choice of model, whether it contains

infinite chains, straight chains or some other less ordered

arrangement, is at least as important as the choice of force field

in determining lattice parameters. This is illustrated by

comparing our lattice parameter results with those of Martoňák

et al. [34]. In our case, the jogged chain model provides a close

match to the experimental a parameters, while the more

ordered models underestimate the correct values by 3–6%,

producing excessively dense unit cells. On the other hand,

Martoňák et al. achieve a good fit to experiment using an

infinite chain model that is defect free. Since real PE crystals

contain many defects—the most obvious being the chain folds,

but also jogs, vacancies and other types of packing error—it is

clear that it will be challenging to obtain an accurate

comparison between simulation and experiment unless
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the same defect density can be incorporated in both. A

corollary to this is that any force field which reproduces the

correct crystal density of PE when applied to a perfect, defect

free, model, is likely to be of limited predictive power.

Since the defect density depends on the choice of model, it

is possible that two models with different force field parameters

and different defect densities could have the same lattice

parameters at room temperature, but would behave very

differently at elevated temperature. For example, the jogged

chain model produces comparable values for the a parameter to

the model of Martoňák et al. at room temperature. However,

the latter displays a hexagonal phase at 550 K, while our own

jogged chain model shows a similar transformation at around

420–440 K, just above the experimental melting point. We will

explore alternative models for hexagonal phases, including

high pressure phases, in a subsequent paper [58].

The issue of the ‘monoclinic’ ordering is intriguing, and

deserves further examination. It is not observed in the infinite

chain model, so we believe that the problem is not intrinsic to

the force field. In fact, only the finite chain model shows a

definite transition to a monoclinic ordering, and this we have

suggested above may be attributed to chain end interactions. At

higher temperatures, the jogged chain model shows a dynamic

equilibrium between regions of monoclinic and herringbone

ordering. It is tempting to suggest that the jogs are promoting

this behaviour, particularly given the appearance of Fig. 13, in

which all but two of the chains have parallel segments on either

side of the jog. This aspect of the model requires further

investigation, employing larger systems and incorporating

different types of defect.

If we consider each of the models discussed in the present

paper, it is clear that none of them provide a fully quantitative

fit to the experimental lattice parameters. However, they do

display the correct qualitative behaviour and the jogged chain

model, in particular, merits further consideration and develop-

ment. Where there is poor agreement with experiment, we

might suggest that the problems may be associated with the

small size of the model and the regularity of the starting

configuration and of the defects included. Further simulations

with larger models will be required to confirm this.

The force field chosen for this work is, in many ways well

suited to the work in hand. The force field was an evolution of a

set of (mostly) non-bonded parameters intended to reproduce

the crystalline structure of polyethylene, that were then tuned

to provide an accurate torsional potential form. These are the

two key features of the current work. Though there are later,

more complex force fields tuned to reproduce vibrational

frequencies and to work in mixed chemical environments, the

simplicity, speed and effectiveness of the Smith and Yoon 1994

force field [51] more than justify the choice.

5. Conclusions

We have considered the behaviour of three distinctly

different models for PE which contain different levels of

disorder. For a given choice of force field parameters, models

based on straight chain segments, whether infinite (4!6!24
unit cells) or finite (4!6!C48), generate the most dense

crystals, and contain the fewest defects. In particular, the

infinite chain model failed to display any gauche defects

throughout the simulations at 300 or 400 K. The closest fit to

experiment was provided by a jogged chain model, consisting

of 24 chains of C102H206 that passed twice through the

simulation box. The jogs were required to prevent self-

intersection, but effectively mimicked the influence of chain

folds.

Both the finite chain model and the jogged chain model

show tendencies to form regions with monoclinic-type packing

at elevated temperatures. We attribute this behaviour to a

combination of the small simulation box and the influence of

the starting configuration. The jogged chain model also starts to

undergo a transition to a hexagonal rotator phase at 420 K,

slightly above the melting temperature of most polyethylenes.

This phase will be examined in more detail in a future

publication [58].

Finally, we note that the selection of a force field for

modelling the crystal structure of polyethylene is by no means

a straightforward task, and must be undertaken in conjunction

with the design of the molecular model. As we have shown, the

same force field can lead to very different predictions for the

unit cell parameters and thermal behaviour, depending on

the defects (e.g. chain ends, folds or jogs) that are present.
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